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A B S T R A C T

Whole-brain radiotherapy has been the standard palliative treatment for patients with brain metastases due to its effectiveness, availability, and ease of administration. Recent clinical trials have shown that limiting radiation dose to the hippocampus is associated with decreased cognitive toxicity. In this study, we updated an existing Knowledge Based Planning model to further reduce dose to the hippocampus and improve other dosimetric plan quality characteristics. Forty-two clinical cases were contoured according to guidelines. A new dosimetric scorecard was created as an objective measure for plan quality. The new Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain Version 2 (HSWBv2) model adopted a complex recursive training process and was validated with five additional cases. HSWBv2 treatment plans were generated on the Varian HalcyonTM and TrueBeamTM systems and compared against plans generated from the existing (HSWBv1) model released in 2016. On the HalcyonTM platform, 42 cases were re-planned. Hippocampal D<sub>Halo</sub> from HSWBv2 and HSWBv1 models had an average dose of 5.75 Gy and 6.46 Gy, respectively (p < 0.001). HSWBv2 model also achieved a hippocampal D<sub>mean</sub> of 7.49 Gy, vs 8.10 Gy in HSWBv1 model (p < 0.001). Hippocampal D<sub>Halo</sub> from HSWBv2 model was 9.86 Gy, in contrast to 10.57 Gy in HSWBv1 (p < 0.001). For PTV<sub>3000</sub>, D<sub>95</sub>, and D<sub>2cc</sub> from HSWBv2 model were 28.27 Gy and 31.81 Gy, respectively, compared to 28.08 Gy (p = 0.020) and 32.66 Gy from HSWBv1 (p < 0.001). Among several other dosimetric quality improvements, there was a significant reduction in PTV<sub>3000</sub> V<sub>95</sub> from 35.35% (HSWBv1) to 6.44% (HSWBv2) (p < 0.001). On 5 additional validation cases, dosimetric improvements were also observed on TrueBeamTM. In comparison to published data, the HSWBv2 model achieved higher quality hippocampal avoidance whole brain radiation therapy treatment plans through further reductions in hippocampal dose while improving target coverage and dose conformity/homogeneity. HSWBv2 model is shared publicly.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Association of Medical Dosimetrists.
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Introduction

Brain metastasis, the most common form of brain cancer, is approximately 10-fold more common than primary brain tumors and affects nearly 170,000 Americans annually. Roughly 20% of all patients with solid tumors will develop brain metastases over the course of their disease, with primary lung cancers being the most frequent source. For the past 70 years, whole-brain radiotherapy (WBRT) has been the standard palliative treatment for patients with brain metastases due to its effectiveness, availability, and ease of administration. However, with further improvements...
Table 1

Summary of published studies on HA-WBRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
<th>Number of HA-WBRT cases studied</th>
<th>Mean ± SD WB PTV D95 (Gy)</th>
<th>Hippocampus D200 achieved (Gy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nevelsky et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>D250: 37.28</td>
<td>8.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siglin</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pokhrel et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>D250: 32.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>D250: 26.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>8.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levra et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>D250: 19.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>6.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viana</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1 (case report)</td>
<td>D250: 33.91</td>
<td>14.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sood et al.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazda et al.</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>D250: 33.0</td>
<td>9.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zieminski</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>D250: 37.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>7.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuen</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>D250: 33.12 ± 0.34</td>
<td>7.86 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okada et al.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>D250: 25.84 ± 0.03</td>
<td>8.01–8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRG CC001†</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>D250: 25.49–26.11</td>
<td>≤9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWBv1 model†</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>D250: 32.66 ± 0.20</td>
<td>6.46 ± 0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWBv2 model†</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>D250: 28.08 ± 0.40</td>
<td>5.75 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† A 3-mm margin was added during contouring of the hippocampus.26
1 This phase III clinical trial study only reported HA-WBRT guidelines.
2 Dosimetric data were obtained on the same 42 training set cases used to create HSWBv2, Halcyon 4 arcs.

in systemic therapy and overall survival, recent efforts have been aimed at reducing cognitive toxicities associated with WBRT.9

The hippocampal dentate gyrus, a complex temporal lobe structure that houses an exquisitely radiosensitive compartment of neural stem cells, plays an important role in learning and memory.7 Significant WBRT-induced toxicities can be attributed to damage in this region, leading to impairment in cognitive function and quality of life.7,9 A prospective multi-institutional randomized phase III trial, NRG-CC001 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02360215), found therapeutic radiation doses to the whole brain while limiting hippocampal radiation doses (D100 < 9 Gy and Dmax ≤ 16 Gy) along with twice-daily memantine, significantly reduced cognitive toxicity at 4 and 6 months.7

Despite strong clinical evidence that hippocampal avoidance during WBRT enhances clinical outcomes, cognitive function as a result of hippocampal dose gradient remains unknown. However, there has been a steep dose-response relationship between higher maximum dose to the bilateral hippocampus and deterioration in short-term memory.10 In clinical trials, the lowest point dose goal for hippocampal sparing is generally <9 Gy driven by feasibility of sparing.7,11,12 In clinical practice, treatment planning is labor intensive and has high inter-planner variability for parameters, such as organ-at-risk (OAR) sparing, homogeneity index, and conformality index.13

RapidPlanTM is a commercial implementation of Knowledge Based Planning (KBP) (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). KBP software utilizes geometric features (i.e., OAR distance to the planning target volume (PTV)) and OAR overlap volume histogram to search for the best prior case[s] from a database or to construct a dose prediction model (i.e., machine learning, statistical model). In 2016, the Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain Model Version 1.0 (HSWBv1) was made publicly available.14 HSWBv1 utilized a complex recursive model creation process and leveraged an intricate scorecard to assess plan quality. This scorecard, based on NRG-CC001, contained additional metrics to further reduce dose to the hippocampus and included additional OAR objectives (Table 1).15,16

In this study, we developed a new multi-institutional Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain RapidPlan™ Model Version 2.0 (HSWBv2) to further improve hippocampal sparing, homogeneity, conformity, and other OAR constraints over HSWBv1. The steep dose relationship between hippocampal dose and cognitive decline suggests tighter constraints may be beneficial.10

Methods

Target and OAR contouring and treatment planning guidelines

Fifty anonymized whole brain DICOM computed tomography (CT) and structure sets were obtained from Northwestern Medicine Cancer Center Warrenville and Washington University in St. Louis for patients treated per NRG-CC001 protocol. A planning CT protocol that encompassed the entire head was obtained for all patient cases, with maximum axial slice thickness of 2.5 mm or smaller. T1 contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging with similar axial slice thickness were registered to CT images. Bilateral hippocampal volumes, OARs, and optimization structures were then generated on the planning CT.

All training and validation cases used head-first supine orientation with the head in a neutral position immobilized with an Aquaplast mask. A 4-arc volumetric modulated arc therapy technique was utilized with 4 full coplanar arcs on Halcyon™ (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Arcs had alternating clock-wise and counterclockwise gantry rotations with collimator positions set at 315, 0, 45, and 90 degrees. The coplanar arcs had 359.8 degrees of arc rotation for each field. Arcs were positioned at a single isocenter located in the center of the target. Each arc utilized 6X Slitting Filter-Free energy at a dose rate of 800 MU per minute. HSWBv2 was also tested with various arc geometries (both coplanar and non-coplanar) on TrueBeamTM/C-series (Millennium120 MLC). Full validation with different number of arcs, geometries, energies, and dose calculation methods, including a quantification of the relative dosimetric performance of each method, can be seen in Annex A of the clinical description document included with HSWBv2.

New scorecard tool used

Dosimetric scorecards were used to guide the RapidPlan™ model creation process. The PlanScoreCard Eclipse Scripting Application Programming Interface tool, available free on the Varian Innovation Center GitHub, was used to create scoring metrics, automatically generate additional optimization and evaluation structures, and score candidate plans throughout the process. These dosimetric scorecards use established scoring methodology of multiple piecewise linear score functions which measure specific plan quality metrics.15

Dosimetric scorecards as objective measure of plan quality

The original plan quality metrics scorecard Version 1.0 (100 points in total) was developed in 2016 for HSWBv1 and was based on dose constraints from NRG-
CC001. The Version 1.0 scorecard awarded points for OAR doses lower than those cited in NRG-CC001 and added additional metrics for OARs and plan quality indexes not listed in the protocol. The new Version 2.0 dosimetric scorecard used in this study was further revised from the 2016 scorecard to address perceived plan quality issues with HSBWv1 plans (142 points in total). Additional points were awarded to prior metrics and new metrics were added, in-part, via four derived structures (Fig. 1). These new structures and their associated metrics quantify reducing dose to the face, improving conformity, and reducing heterogeneity in the target.

Further hippocampal sparing was also rewarded in the Version 2.0 scorecard. For the maximum dose goal (D100cc) points are earned from 8 to 17 Gy, minimum dose goal from 6 to 12 Gy.

This Version 2.0 scorecard, once finalized, guided the model creation process by providing a singular objective measure of plan quality. Figure 2 shows an example Version 2.0 scorecard scoring a validation case.

HSWBv2 model creation and training

All cases were prescribed 30 Gy in 10 fractions and satisfied the necessary contouring criteria for NRG-CC001 with additional OARs and structures. The original HSBWv1 model and Version 1.0 scorecard were used as a basis for this work. Treatment plans created from HSBWv1 with Varian Halcyon® System were manually re-optimized to address feedback and improvements quantified using the new version 2.0 scorecard. Those manually improved, reoptimized plans became the training set for the initial HSBWv2 model. More cases were added, and a recursive model creation process was employed to ensure the final HSBWv2 training set consisted, exclusively, of plans generated from the initial HSBWv2 model. Evaluating plan scores at each step in the process informed multiple iterations of re-tuning the optimization objective set. As additional cases were added, geometric outliers became apparent. These outlier cases were omitted from the final HSBWv2 training set, resulting in 42 total cases. See Fig. 3 for process workflow details.

Primary dosimetric planning goals and scorecard comparison

Treatment plan comparisons were made between HSBWv1 and HSBWv2 for the hippocampus and PTV_3000 using student t-tests. Primary dose metrics for the hippocampus include dose at 0.03CCs (D0.03cc), mean dose (Dmean), and dose at 100% volume (DV100). Primary metrics include dose at 98% volume (DV98), dose at 2% volume (DV2), and volume receiving 105% of prescription dose (V105). These are included as high scoring individual metrics on the version 2.0 scorecard. The total scorecard points were also compared using student t-tests. Correlation analysis was performed to determine volume associations with hippocampal Dmean, DV98, and DV2.

Results

Hippocampal sparing comparisons between HSBWv1 and HSBWv2 on Halcyon

HSBWv2 has enhanced hippocampal sparing compared to HSBWv1. On the Halcyon platform, 42 training set cases were re-planned. Hippocampus Dmax from HSBWv2 and HSBWv1 had an average dose of 5.75 ± 0.25 Gy and 6.46 ± 0.40 Gy, respectively (p < 0.001). HSBWv2 also achieved hippocampus Dmax of 7.49 ± 0.36 Gy, vs 8.10 ± 0.42 Gy from HSBWv1 (p < 0.001). The hippocampus Dmax from HSBWv2 was 9.86 ± 0.73 Gy, in contrast to 10.57 ± 0.75 Gy from HSBWv1 (p < 0.001). In addition to achieving significantly lower doses to the hippocampus, HSBWv2 reduced interplan variability, seen from the smaller standard deviations (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target/OAR</th>
<th>HSBWv2</th>
<th>HSBWv1</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmax (Gy)</td>
<td>5.75 (0.25)</td>
<td>6.46 (0.40)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmean (Gy)</td>
<td>7.49 (0.36)</td>
<td>8.10 (0.42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2%cc (Gy)</td>
<td>9.86 (0.73)</td>
<td>10.57 (0.75)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain PTV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmax (Gy)</td>
<td>28.27 (0.33)</td>
<td>28.08 (0.40)</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2% (Gy)</td>
<td>31.81 (0.12)</td>
<td>32.66 (0.20)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V10% (%)</td>
<td>6.44 (2.56)</td>
<td>35.35 (7.49)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>132.97 (1.71)</td>
<td>121.03 (3.48)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p-value were calculated using student t-tests.

PTV comparisons between HSBWv1 and HSBWv2 on Halcyon

For PTV_3000 on the Halcyon platform, Dmax and D2% from HSBWv2 were 28.27 ± 0.33 Gy and 31.81 ± 0.12 Gy, respectively, compared to 28.08 ± 0.40 Gy (p = 0.020) and 32.66 ± 0.20 Gy from HSBWv1 (p < 0.001). The smaller difference between Dmax and D2% represents improved plan homogeneity. This was further exemplified by a large difference in V2%, 6.44 ± 2.56% and 35.35 ± 7.49% from HSBWv2 and HSBWv1, respectively, indicating less heterogeneity (‘hot’ spots) than HSBWv1 (Table 2).

Total score comparisons and correlation analysis between hippocampus volume and hippocampus D2%cc, Dmax, and D2%

The average total score achieved by HSBWv2 and HSBWv1 were 132.97 ± 1.71 and 121.03 ± 3.48, respectively (p < 0.001). No correlation was found between hippocampal volume (mean=44.46cc; SD=9.94cc) and D2%cc (p = 0.065). Dmean (p = 0.566), and Dmax (p = 1.000).

HSBWv2 validation on Halcyon and TrueBeam

HSBWv2 exhibited superior dosimetry compared to HSBWv1 on the Halcyon platform and similar efficacies were seen on the TrueBeam platform. Using five separate validation cases, both Halcyon and TrueBeam plans created with HSBWv2 generally had improved hippocampal (Dmax, Dmean, and D2%) and PTV_3000 (Dmax, Dmean, and V2%) metrics, with few exceptions. Nevertheless, HSBWv2 plans always earn higher total scores over HSBWv1. Higher scores result, in part, from increased homogeneity (PTV V2%) across all validated beam geometries (Table 3).
KBP studies have been performed for multiple disease sites, such as prostate, lung, and head and neck. KBP methods have several advantages over manually optimized plans in radiotherapy. KBP can streamline the treatment planning process by standardizing plan quality, reducing human input, and decreasing time to perform treatment planning. For example, creating optimization objectives for a glioblastoma disease site took 2 minutes, accompanied by 5 additional minutes for optimization and dose calculation. Contrarily, it took 4 hours for a planner without KBP assistance to create a plan of similar quality. In a case of malignant pleural mesothelioma, planning time taken when utilizing KBP was 20 minutes vs 4 hours of manual optimization time.

We developed a new KBP hippocampal avoidance whole brain radiation therapy treatment model (HSWBv2) with the goal of further reducing dose to the hippocampus, increasing dose homogeneity, and improving other dosimetric parameters. The version 2.0 scorecard added more robust scoring, resulting in a more complete evaluation of dosimetric plan quality. The revised scorecard
integrated feedback from 5 years of clinical use of HSWBv1. The new scorecard tool allows for metrics which automatically generate complex, dynamic structure expansion/contraction and Boolean operations. This automation expedited the creation of the additional derived structures (Fig. 1). These structures were evaluated on the scorecard and used for both optimization and dose volume histogram prediction. Using these derived structures, HSWBv2 enforced enhanced target conformation, homogeneity, and OAR sparing (Fig. 4).

Some previous studies only segmentated a limited number of cranial structures which included hippocampus and 2 to 3 other OARs (i.e., optic nerves and chiasm, lens).\(^{19-21}\) In comparison to published data, HSWBv2 achieved significantly lower hippocampus \(D_{\text{mean}}\), \(D_{0.05},\) and \(D_{0.01}\CC\) without compromising target coverage while also reducing hot spots substantially. Published series with a PTV prescription dose of \(\geq 30\) Gy generally achieved hippocampus \(D_{0.01}\) of approximately 8 Gy, in contrast to 5.75 Gy in our study (Table 1). Though Levra et al. report a \(D_{0.01}\) of 6.7 Gy, their study prescribed a PTV whole brain dose of 20 Gy while including simultaneous integrated boost to targets greater than 30 Gy.\(^{19}\)

HSWBv2 was tested on two Varian delivery platforms: Halcyon\(^\text{TM}\) and TrueBeam\(^\text{TM}\) of which TrueBeam\(^\text{TM}\) is the most popular Varian delivery platform. Halcyon utilizes advanced dual-layer MLC which enables high modulation due to faster leaf speed and lower transmission. HSWBv2 created high quality plans on both platforms without user interaction or plan modification (“single click”), allowing for the model to be readily usable in clinics. The advantage of single click optimization is that the planner is not tied to the process. The total time taken for optimization is dependent on the speed of treatment planning system hardware and software configuration (i.e., convergence mode). For reference, HSWBv1 and HSWBv2 total optimization time on our system took 79 and 76 minutes, respectively. This HSWBv2 RapidPlan\(^\text{TM}\) model is free to download to the community for all who can use such models.\(^{24}\)

HSWBv2 utilized statistical and machine learning methods available in RapidPlan\(^\text{TM}\) software for selecting the training set cases. The recursive method generated a KBP model that produced narrow and accurate dose volume histogram prediction bands. These well-fit estimation bands allowed for more aggressive and improved OAR sparing.

Our HSWBv2 model contains more metrics/parameters/constraints than prior hippocampal avoidance whole brain radiation therapy treatment models. Preliminary
model validation with five independent cases resulted in similar dosimetric quality and plan scores compared to the testing completed on the training set cases. During development, HSWBV2 included up to 50 cases in its training set. Eight outliers were omitted due to either irregular patient head position or questionable geometric shape and/or volume of hippocampus contours. Although hippocampus volume is approximately 3.00 cc in normal adults, it was excluded. HSWBV2 training set cases averaged 4.46 cc and cases with hippocampus volume >7.50 cc were excluded.

The radiosensitive nature of the hippocampus further emphasizes the need to minimize hippocampal dose while maintaining dosimetric plan quality. In NRG-CC001, maximum doses of 14 Gy and 16 Gy were associated with a 10% and 25% risk of short-term memory deterioration at the 6-month mark. The hippocampus D0.006cc of 9.86 Gy and D100cc of 5.75 Gy achieved in our study are significantly lower than prior studies or current existing clinical guidelines. In conclusion, we demonstrated plan quality improvements by using KBP and dosimetric scorecard to guide the process. Further clinical studies are needed to determine the impact of additional hippocampal dose reduction and its correlation to neurocognitive function.
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